This paper resents several sufficient conditions for double or unique sorution of the problem of motion and structure from two monocular images, We show that: I . 5 corres on dences of points that do not lie on two lines in the image $ani suffice to determine a pure rotation uniquely; 2 . 6 corres on dences of points that do not lie on two lines in the image $and and do not correspond to space points lying on a specific quadric surface suffice to determine a motion with nonzero translation unique1 ; 3 . each Maybank. quadric can sustain at most two physicalry acceptable motion solutions and surface interpretations, provided that a sufficient number of correspondences are present; 4 . in the plane motion.case, 6 correspondences of points that do not lie on a quadratlc curve in the image plane will only admit the true motion and structure and their duals. as solutions. We list several properties of the essential mamx TxR and the plane motlon mamx R +TNT, both of which are frequently used in the motion and structure estimation problem.
Introduction
This paper concerns the uniqueness of solution of general motion arameters of a rigid surface from two monocular views. &is problem can be stated as follows: with how many correspondences of image points and under what conditions can we have a unique solution for R and a solution up to a scalar for T from the motion equation where (x'i, y' i) and (xi, yi) are a pair of image oint correspondences, R a rotation matrix, T a vector, an8Z.i and Z; any positive constants?
Under the assumption that a sufficient number of correspondences is provided, Longuet-Hig ins ( If the true.motion is Ro and To, then a sufficient condition for excluding any s urious solution R and T such that R #Ro and T #To is iavin 6 correspondences of points that do not lie on a quadric su&ce of the type (4-10).
Proof:
We first examine the surface shapes that can be represented by (4-10). First of all, the quadnc must pass through the on in and -R P o . Lemma 2.1 and Lemma 2.4 indicate that Ifox is an essential matrix and therefore ROTE + ETRo has a zero eigenvalue. From quadric surface theory ([20]) , we know that (4-10) can only represent an ellipnc cylinder, a line, a hyperbolic cylinder, a parabolic cylinder, or two parallel or overlapping planes. There exist other quadrics, such as elliptic s here, one or two sheet hyperboloid, and cone, which cannot l ! e represented by (4-10).
Given a quadric surface
(4-1 1) to ex ress it in the form of (4-9), B must be dependent on A and fl must be an essential matrix. That is, we must have some T and R such that Therefore, only the elements of A can be free variables. But A can have only 5 free elements because the largest element of A can be normalized to unity and A must satisfy (2-5), (2-8), or (2-10) to be an essential matrix. It is then possible that 5 points define a finite number of surfaces of the type (4-11). It ollows that 4 points may exclude the ossibility that the lie on any quadnc surface of the type (ill), e.g., when x e 6 points together with the coordinate origin and -RJTo define an elliptic sphere or a hyperboloid. Q.E.D.
Summarizin the discussion in this section and the last section, we have &e following theorem. Theorem 4.3.
6 correspondences of image points that do not lie on two lines in the image plane and do not correspond to space points lying on a Maybank Quadnc suffice to determine a motion uniquely. II
We will now discuss the following problem: if the Maybank Quadric is uniquely defined, how many spurious solutions can the surface sustain? We will show that at most one spurious solution can be sustained.
Assume Ro, To represent the true motion, and RI, T1 and R2,T2, are two sets of spurious solutions such that Ri#Rj, T;xT,#O, for any i # j, i j E (0,1,2). Other situations have been discussed in Lemma 4.1 and Lemma 4.2. (4-19) Each of (4-18) and (4-19) defines a Maybank Quadric. They must give the same depth for any correspondence except one, as the depths Z' and Z for all correspondences except one are uni uely determined by (4-13). The exception occurs when e'%, = 0. But in this case, the translation is uniquely determined, and Lemma 4.2 shows that 5 correspondences of points with no 3 of the 5 y bein colinear in the i.mage plane uniquely determine t e rotation. herefore the mohon in the exce tional case can be uniquely determined. In the discussion glow we assume such exceptions do not occur for all motion solutions and corres ondence data. That is, T i x e ' # 0 for any available correspon&nce 8 ' and any T i, i = 0,1,2.
Since (4-18) and (4-19) must give the same depth for any correspondence, they must be identxal. Thus we must have and Rewrite (4-21) we get , The above equation shows that RJ(E1 -E2) must be skewsymmetric. Lemma 2.3 states that there must exist some vector T 3 such that Then from (4-20) we know that To must be parallel to T3 since TJ(Ei-E2) = TJ(T~xRo) = 0 .
(4-24) Therefore we can assume that T3 = QTO. Then (4-23) gives It is well known that an essential matrix can have at most two decompositions of the form VxU with V a nonzero vector and U a rotation matrix (see also Appendix). And if VlxU1 and V2xU2 are two distinct decompositions of an essential matrix then we must have V 1 = -V2. Since E 1 and E2 are all essential matrices and TlX"2#0 by assumption, we then must have
But comparing (4-30) with (4-28) we also have which contradicts (4-32). Therefore, there exist no three motion solutions which are mutually compatible. As the true motion solution must always hold, therefore there is at most one other solution which gives an alternate interpretation of the surface and the motion. As 6 points together with the origin and -R D , can uniquely define a quadric surface, to summarize the discussion -2447 -
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